
STEP 1
1. Locate the black base panel with the 5 pre-drilled holes.
2. Place the double jointed L brackets in the corner and using the screws provided and secure them in. Image below.
3. Place and screw L brackets in place like the image below
4. Repeat 1,2 and 3 for the top black panel.

Double jointed L bracket
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HARDWARE 
PARTS LIST

8x Shelf Pins

8x Screws 2x Door Hinges 4x Grub Screws

2x Black Rivet Stud
1x Magnetic Door Stopper
1x Door Stopper with 2x Small Screws

1x Lock with Keys
2x Small Acrylic Pads 1x Lock Metal Rivet

8x Screws with Rubber Washer
8x Spares

4x L Brackets 4x Double Jointed Brackets



STEP 3
1. Place the back glass panel into the grooves first (the back glass panel only has 4 holes)
2. Use the screw and rubber washer provided to secure the back glass panel to the base.
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STEP 2
1. Place black rivet stud in holes of the black panel.
2. Place the door hinges in the rivet studs make sure the holes of the hinges and facing in.
3. Screw the grub screws in just enough so that you can slide the glass in later.
4. Place magnetic door stopper in the second hole leaving the first one empty as this is where the lock hardware is placed.
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STEP 4
1. Place the 2 side glass panels and screw them in with the screw and rubber washer provided
2. Once the base and glass panels are secure, align and place the top panel on the glass and screw secure

STEP 5
1. Locate and screw the shelf pins on both of the side glass panels.
2. Slide shelves in and ensure it is the longer end in so it sits on the rubber of the shelf pins.
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STEP 6
1. Align glass door with the hinges and slide in and secure it.
Tip: you will need a second set of hands to hold the top hinge in place until while you slide the door in and secure it.
2. Peel the white tape and place the acrylic cut out to the inside of the lock base to protect the glass from getting damaged
3. Place the lock on to the glass door, before securing make sure the lock center is aligned with the magnetic stopper
4. Align bottom door stopper and screw secure. Tip: close the door to see where to place the bottom door stopper
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